Touchstone: a discussion of a digitally integrated artwork designed to facilitate community
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1. Introduction

In an earlier paper (Lacey, 2018) the authors reported a conceptual design process in which an
integrated digital artwork was produced. The paper described in detail a complexity of ideas that
developed through co-ordinated meetings between an interdisciplinary university-local government
team, which sought to integrate an artwork into the plaza of a new community center. Proposals
ranged from singular objects to large scale distributed-networks (see Lacey, 2018 for examples),
ultimately leading to the selection of a medium scale site (approximately 4x8m). Originally the site
was going to be a raised timber deck and garden bed, but was lowered so as to provide a continuous
surface and protect the artwork’s digital and audio-visual infrastructure. The project demonstrates how
technology can be creatively embedded into the everyday fabric of cities (Landry, 2012) to produce
environments that are at once performative, community engaged and durational. The paper will
describe the fabrication and installation of the work, and explorations of temporal themes in
interaction design (Lundgren, 2009). It will end with a discussion of how such an artwork can be a
sonic placemaking tool (Flemming, 2007; Carter, 2015; Lacey, 2016a) for community engagement.
The paper has been specially designed to house multiple images, which will act as signifiers to clarify
the text-based descriptions.

2. The artwork

Touchstone is a public art work commissioned by the City of Casey for a new Community Hub in
Selandra Rise. Selandra Rise is one of the many new housing estates being built on the rapidly
expanding south eastern urban periphery of Melbourne. The artwork, situated near the entrance to the
Community Hub and integrated into the landscape of the building’s forecourt, consists of two sculpted
pieces of Victorian bluestone that sit within or are seen to emerge from the plaza surface. The ground
surface of the artwork is part timber deck and part metal plate. Slightly off-set from the central stone,
and rising from beneath the deck is a single Crepe Myrtle tree (see Image 1). The central stone, called
the sensing stone, is embedded with four aluminum strips and sensing electronics that convert the
latent electrical charge (capacitance) emitted by our bodies into data. The data enters a software
program that is able to translate interaction with the sensing stone into audio-visual outputs. The
artwork contains its own memory, enabling it to collect, store, recall and recompose data in a different
way each day, thereby avoiding the potential homogeneity that can be accompanied by repetitive
experience (Lacey, 2016).

Image 1:The artwork contains two basalt rocks within a continuous surface, with digital and audio
infrastructure situated below. The right image shows detail of the aluminum strips, inlaid into the stone’s
surface.

2.1 The Prototype

Prior to fabrication and installation, a prototype was built to test the artwork’s proposed materials,
software program, and the sounds and lighting that would become the expressive elements of the
artwork (see Image 2). The prototyping period was important as it allowed the artists and designers to
focus on their work without being concerned about the complexity of contested public space (Stevens,
2007; Ouzounian, 2008). The prototype confirmed a nominal behaviour of the artwork, with only
onsite ‘tuning’ required once the work itself had been installed. The fabrication and installation of the
work will be described by way of a description of the key interactive components: interaction,
transduction, audio playback and lighting. There are four sequences, running over a period of 24
hours, that inform the daily behaviour of the artwork. Before describing these, the infrastructure of the
artwork that allows the expressions to occur will be described.

Image 2: The prototype allowed university and council workers to test the materiality, digital and audio
elements of the work before installation.

2.2 Interaction

The heart of the work, where all the disparate elements intersect, is the aluminium strips and sensing
electronics that react to tiny changes in electrical capacitance. A detailed design element of the work
was getting the stones carved to specification by stonemasons, and delivered to a metal worker who
secured the aluminium strips with a suitable silicone compound (Sikaflex 11FC) into four grooves.
The design team carefully drew the four grooves onto the rock (see Image 3) to give the impression of
curvature along a 3D surface. A surprising outcome after installation is that the metal strips did not
have to be touched for the metal plates to vibrate. This suggests that the basalt possessed a mineral and

structural porosity which led to good qualities in resistivity and electrical capacitance, allowing for
sufficient electrical capacitive coupling to occur between stone and body. As such, the rock can be
patted, touched, hugged, and variously caressed almost anywhere to produce a response. In addition,
the artwork is responsive to environmental conditions, especially rain. The aluminum strip ends are
connected with wires, which pass into a series of water-proofed circuitry boxes that feed the computer
system with real-time touch data inside the community center. Details of the technical specificities of
the interactive system will be discussed in a separate paper.

Image 3: The research team worked closely with the stonemasons and metal workers to produce the sensing
stone.

2.3 Low-frequency transduction

Low-frequency transducers are embedded with pistons that move backwards and forwards in relation
to an incoming audio signal, much the same way diaphragms in a speaker move. This action causes
physical materials to vibrate, which are connected to the transducers. In this case two ‘buttkicker’
transducers, which specialise in low frequencies (300 Hz and below) were connected to two
‘transducer beams’ that traversed the two metal plates (Image 4 – central plate). The metal frame legs
were bolted to a concrete plinth set in the middle of the pit. The plates were lowered and bolted onto
the frames, and separated from the frame with industrial strength rubber. The rubber prevents
vibrations being transmitted from the plate to the frames, ensuring a maximum of vibrations will pass
through the human bodies that stand on the plates. The design of the metal plates was an act of
meticulous crafting given the tapering edges of the plates and the requirement that the central void
wrap around the contours of the sensing stone (Image 4 – left plate). How transducers would survive
the elements was also a major concern, with the install potentially being in place for as long as 20
years. To resolve this two water proof covers were produced and situated between each transducer and
a protective shroud welded to the underside of the frames (see Image 4 – right plate). Silicone
conformal coating was also applied to the speaker wire terminals to seal in the otherwise exposed
connections. Six discrete compositions were produced for the plates, which is discussed below.

Image 4: The central image shows the two transducer beams stretching away from the sensing stone. A water—
proofing solution for the transducers (right) was crated before being attached to the transducer beams. The left
image shows the concentric contours of stone and plate, which allows for uplighting effects.

2.4 Audio playback

Beneath each of the timber surfaces a BOSE FreeSpace 51 environmental speaker was located, able to
withstand very wet and humid conditions (see Image 5). The speakers played two roles. Firstly, they
compositionally accompanied the vibrations of the metal plates with tone generators that emitted
harmonic frequencies higher than the transducers’ playback range, enabling the body to feel and the
ears to hear. Secondly, they played back sonic ethnography samples each dusk. Sonic ethnography
(Pink 2015), as described in the previous paper, was discovered by asking local residents via a
facebook community page what sounds represent their community. Based on this a team of sound
artists took to the streets with field recording gear. After editing and testing, a total of 144 field
recordings were embedded in the playback system under seven categories (though not all survived the
final onsite ‘tuning’ period). These included: environmental, rural, voices, youth park, machines,
construction and performative.

Image 5:Installing and securing the in-ground speakers.

2.5 Lighting

The final component of the artwork are two custom-built DMX512 lights embedded in the concrete
plinth either side of the sensing stone. A perforated pattern in the metal plates surrounds the base of
the rock, allowing for the uplighting to produce diffracted patterns on the surface of the rock (see
image 6). Lighting is linked with the sonic ethnography in that, each dusk, the artwork chooses a
lighting range that matches the selected sonic ethnography field recordings. A range of colour is
selected based on the amount of interactions. These colours slowly emerge at dusk and set the possible
pallet of colours that can occur at night. In this way the vibrations, the audio and the lighting are all
linked by the software system, to create an interconnected multisensory experience. The paper now
turns to a detailed description of the four durational sequences that inform the behaviour of the
artwork.

Image 6: Diffracted light at dawn caused by the DMX lights passing through a perforated pattern in the metal
plates. The dawn hues were considered in relation to the lighting design.

3. The four sequences

The artwork is not only a solid piece of infrastructure with strong durational qualities (made of stone,
metal and wood), it is also an intelligent data system able to read the environment including those who
interact with it. Coupling the abstract user interface and the 24-hour temporal engine that modulates
the memory of touches produces a ‘slow technology’ experience (Hallnäs, 2001), in which cumulative
community interactions are resolved at the end of each day. A decision was also made by the design
team to embed two soundmarks within the work (Schafer, 1977). This references the importance
village bells played in more ancient communities (Schafer, 1977; Corbin, 1988). It was speculated by
the design team that soundmarks might become meaningful to the community, if the sequencing of the
artwork was built around this intention. However, once installed it was immediately apparent that
something else was occurring. In fact, the soundmark was the constant presence of the vibrating,
humming structure. And the dawn and dusk events, rather than acting as soundmarks, have become
short durational performances.

3.1 Dawn

Civil twilight is the moment when the sun is 6º below the horizon, bringing about deep blue hues in
the sky. At the precise point of sunrise – the moment right after civil dawn – the artwork plays back a
hindi lullaby and environmental field recordings from nearby wetlands. The vibrations are a set
composition that were designed to sound like a tabla that builds in intensity as the sky lightens, which
also complements the hindi lullaby. These are the only non-interactive vibrations, the intention being
to leave the work to greet the day in its own particular way. The hindi lullaby was selected due to the
large hindu population in the surrounding area. The intention is to record many more songs and chants
in local languages that are evident in the area, which is consistent with local efforts to “tailor social
activities to residents’ demographic profile [and] support a range of culturally diverse opportunities for
social interaction” (Vichealth, 2016, p. 5). The lighting that had previously been active at night slowly
disappears back to the hue it started with the evening before.

3.2 Day

After the five minutes of dawn the rock then settles into its day sequence, which is marked by four
distinct vibrational compositions. One of the compositions is a gentle, ambient work. It plays about
70-80% of the day. The remaining three compositions, ranging from 2-5 minutes, pass more powerful
pulses and vibrations through the body. During the day, the artwork is busy collecting data. Every
interaction is stored in a five-minute buffer that will inform the dusk vibrations (see Image 7). Each
composition has the four interaction types – hover, touch, tap and embrace – mapped to a variety of
audio effects (Image 7 – see inset image). The embrace gesture requires the user to hug the rock or

work with a friend to grasp it from both sides. Hover, touch and tap turn the rock into what might be
consdiered a combined theremin – percussion-based object.

Image 7: The interaction system with its creator, Chuan Khoo. The left image shows the system in testing phase,
and the right image its final home inside the community center. Inset is a list of mapped parameters.

3.3 Dusk

At civil dusk, when the sun has receded 6º below the horizon, the artwork shifts into the dusk phase,
lasting, like dawn, for five minutes. Each dusk, the artwork plays back two lots of sonic ethnography
samples (see Image 8). The system is designed so that future council projects might encourage
community members to add their own community sounds as the artwork ages. There is no limit to the
number of sonic samples or categories that the stone can express. The artwork will pick an
ethnography sound type and a colour range, determined by the degree of interaction recorded during
the day. The second ethnography sample is chosen at random. This is to ensure that quiet days will
nonetheless yield a non-repetitive set of ethnography samples. The metal plates play back a
composition that references a condensed playback of the day’s interactive events – a reminiscing of
the day that accompanies each sunset with a deep, ground-borne sonority. The public can still interact
with the rock to make some changes to the dusk composition.

Image 8: The ethnography samples were stored, along with the vibration compositions, inside Ableton Live.

3.4 Night

Finally, the work comes to a rest and enters the night sequence (see Image 9). The lights go out and
the vibrations stop. However, the rock is responsive to interactions for the entire evening. If the rock is
held, a resonating composition emerges from the transducers, but not the audio speakers so as to
reduce the risk of noise annoyance. The lights (the range of which is selected at dusk) illuminate the
rock at night, increasing in colour saturation the longer a touch is held on the sensing stone. If the

stone is tapped, bright flashes of white light punctuate the feedback, and quickly recede, affording a
dramatic counterpoint to its otherwise ambient presence. At night, the artwork’s memory is expressed
by the murmurs and flickers of a dream state. In this case, the memory of the artwork operates as a
circular buffer, retaining the most recent 28 days of activity and letting go of its most distant
memories. At dawn, the night sequence concludes, and the cycle starts again.

Image 9: The artwork sits silently at night. Lights and vibrations emerge upon touch.

4. Main findings
•

•
•
•

•

Integrating sculptural and landscape qualities with interactive and sensorial feedback systems
creates an embedded spatial and placemaking experience.
The construction of interactive systems as entities that possess memory offers the opportunity
to connect community with their surroundings.
Pre-installation prototyping ensures uninterrupted design. Post-installation ‘tuning’ enables
adaption to site-specific conditions.
Basalt can possess qualities, which lead to electrical characteristics, specifically capacitance,
extending beyond metallic inlay contours.
Coupled low-frequency vibrations and mid-high frequency tonal generators creates an
immersive sound environment that affords a heightened affective field.

5. Conclusion

In the design team’s previous paper (Lacey, 2018) the artwork was described as an ‘Other’ as a means
to convey its perceived physicalities, characteristics and emergent behaviours. Now installed, the work
may be better understood as an extended system of affective materialities; an unusual mix of solidity
and ephemerality in which the user’s interactions temporarily forms an experiential interconnection
between ground, self and sky. It is the embedded technologies that make this unusual interplay of
solidity and ephemerality work. The body of the artwork is steel, timber, stone and computer
hard/software; the expression its sound, light and vibration. The touching of the smooth surface of the
stone is met with varying vibrations, and the dawn and dusk events provide a performative field of
sound and light that gives expression to the work’s otherwise solid infrastructure. In addition, the
artwork is expressive without user experience both directly (rain, birdlife) and indirectly (shifting
fields of light and sound), which augments its material connections with the immediate environment.
These concluding remarks are only the general reflections of the creative team, who’s personal
accounts are as diverse as it members. This reflects, to date, the most compelling account of the
artwork’s affective potential – the range of experiential feedback it generates. But what will be most
telling is the manner in which the community engages with the work. The design team plans to work
with local government to create an ongoing program of community based projects. New sounds will

populate the artwork’s memory, in an effort to encourage the community to take an active interest in
its unfolding presence. As such, this work is a placemaking tool with the capacity for ongoing
evolution in relationship to community interest and interaction. This will be the subject of a future
paper.
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